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1. lnllri,dLr,:titrn

The Lrs,! nf litrE =-igrna t'-,+rdinatE 1:F'tril Iip=' 1'l=7i is
,,ricleIy .a,:.eFted in des;rribinEl vE:rti,:.al sP.1,:e i.n mndL=113 ,=f the
atm,:,splrere =inrt= il: ilre':lLtde= t l'ri.j iEtL=r::E:i ti':,n ,:,f pr'=di,:!i're
sltr f EIEEs wi ttr ttre qil'L(nd. Hl'werzsr, tlie' str+ep 5l ';'pes c'f
gigma a':":,rdinaLE GLn'f a':e= ,:ver m,-,Lln t a i n E,LtlE terrsin FrE=Enlj::
an,:,t[rer pr,:'b1em7 naflie1)/ the p,:tentia-11y less aE':urate
,:31,:LrI atic,n ,:,1' the pr'==sutrE ,_f radlr:r-]t f ,:,r,-E sil-'t,:r= in =lt,:lrreqir-,ng it is ,:ften eqLl.11 t.' the sLlm .:f t',rc, larqe' ,:'PF,tr'=i nq
terfliE. Di f f i,:r-tlties slE,-r arisE in ,:a1,:ut1al:ir:ns ,:,f tliE
lr':.1ri:r-,nta1 adve,:ti,:,n and di f f utsior|Lerms. Several re(nediee
Irave been sL(qqested (:E.g. F'triIlip=, 1'17'1; Janji,!, L':,77 i
Jr,lrngr-,n ancl ljcrel l ini / 19e3:).

In ':'rder t,r dire,:tly el iminate ttre pr,:,bI,=rn r-,f =teep
s1 npEs r.rhile retaining tlre simPli':ity ,lf a{ terr.ll'.n-f ,:11*wing
sy-=tem, l.lesinqer ( 1'l84) pr':,P':,sed tlre eta cc,,:,rdinate f,-rr Ltst:
in ,;an.jLrnct i r".,n uith steF-1i l,:e terrain. He=inger r et aI . '( 1lSAJ desrribe early resr-rlts f r,:,m a reqic,nal f c'rer.est mc,deI
based up':,n ttre eta system br-rt whictr in,:Lt-tded no plry=iral
pararneteri=ati--'ns- A,:'-rmpretrEnsive plrysiral pa,:[lager w.e=
surbsequently in,:c,rpc,rated. A c,:mplete desrriptitn ,=f the
ent l re m,-,de1 ,,,r i 1 1 nr,ur be presented.

-r



2 Mode1 Characterist.ics

2-L The Horizontal cEid

The semi-staggered E grid (Winninghoff,, 1968,. Arakarra and Lamlc / 19??)
is used in the et'a modef to describe horizontal space. It has been clearly
demonstrated that grids A and D are undesirabte due to large errors in
descrj-bing wave amplitudes and phase and group velocities, fn simulating thegeostrophic adjustment process. the C grid displays significant errors for
higher .internal modes at alf lravefengt.hs. While the B and E grids show a grid
separation problem at short wavelengths,, a method r,vhich largely eliminates
this problem has been devefoped (Mesinqer,. 19?3,. Janjic, 19t9)-and wi]l be
described in sectioD 3.2. Horizontar advection schemes hawe been developedfor both the C and E grids which control energy cascade to sma].ler scales(Arakawa and Lamb, 1981; Janjic, 1984). fn the case of the C grid/ potentiat
enstrophy is conserved. On the E g.rid,, momentum is conserved ;nd. th; false
energy cascade toward Lhe 2zx wavelength within the noodivergent part of theflow is completely prevented. Iastly it appears that the linear implitude
response to forcing by topography in the B and E grid schemes may bL moreaccurate than that of the C grid schemes (Dragosavac and ,Janji-c, 1997) .Collectively these considerations 1ed t.o the Shoice of the E-grid.

A sample of the grid a6 used in the eta model is depicted in Eig. 1
accompanied by the two sets of axes. The x and y a*es a.i oriented. eist andnorth/ respectively/ whife the primed axes are rotated 45" counte rclockHise .As will be seet in subsequent sections/ proper attention must be given todifferencing and averaging in a1r four dlrettions to ensure conseiwation ofimportant quantit.ies.

The grid points are aligned along parallefs and rneridians of latitudeand fongitude. On a sLandard lat-lon grid, the shrinking of /x w-ith respectto /v as one moves poreward is undesirabre. rn Lhe eta moder, the coordlnatesale transformed by placing the new equator through the .center of the region ofinterest thereby ensuring' that the giid boxes wirt be less elongatea in tnatregion. For a g-iven region size and resolution this maximire" ih" smarlesLvalue of .r'x thereby increasing. the efficiency of the model . Iet (+,^)
r:epresent the geodetic latiLude and longitude of a point and (o,,4) representthe tr:ansformed latj-tude and longitude. At the grid. point in the clnter ofthe domain c-co r-ro s-o , /-0. ff the standa rd -conw6ntion of north ratitude
1nd yes! longitude as positive is used for the geodetic vafues/ while eastlongitude is positive in Lhe model

O: tan -

A: tan '

(

(;)

X : cos @o cos@ cos(,1- lo) *.in do.in d (t)



Y=-cospsin(,1 - lo)

Z : - sin do cos / cos (,1. - lo )* cos do sin d

from transformed to geodetic coordinates,, theTo convert
relations hold:

2.2 The Eta Coordinate

The value of eta

where

and

fol.Iowing

a

('

. -t /p=srn'Isln

l: ,to * cos-l

s O sin

- tan

;os@o+6s

osdcosl

@ocos,4)

o tan o")

(2o)

(2b)

(3o)

(3b)

(3c)

cosCcosdo

rrhere the + is used in (2b) for l<O and the _ for ,,r>o
,-z

-"- Note that transforming the coordinates introd.uces no added complexitiesexcept that the corioris piti^.t".-"if be a funct.ion of both latitude and
,f,R rongitude- The increments currently used for the rnodeiTs Jlanaard resolutionare

Aq=(t4/26)" artd AA= (tS/26)"
yielding a grid resolution (the quantity ,d, in Eig. 1) ranging from 79.6 kmat the southern and northern bound-aries io gr-7-km at the center. The cromainis defined to cover 70" x zs" of transformea iaiitrae by longitude with .heceDter located at geodetic coordinates s2.s" N a;; too" w.

and vertic:aI crid

is def .ined by

q=dq"

P,"rG.,")- p,
P,"t(o) - p t

P- Pr
P"r"- Pr

sure at the surface of the modelthe top of Lhe domain (ro. ea), and p.,,nt of time for which the stand.ard
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There are currently sixteen (LICAX) predict.ive levefs in the model r,rith
Bgcai1geve;t ica I resoluLion highesL near._Lhe bottom and top of the domain.

.-e+s---a+ei-E--J i u x--erm fne predi c t iwe lev-e Is ca rry va 1 ue s

Values for /, are as follows/with level 1at the top of the domain:

represent.ing layers which are separated by interfacial levels uhele heights
are stored- The model terrain is constructed so as to "fil1" fayels to the
interfacial levels. A verLical cross sectio; of the domain is shown in Fig.
2- Note thaL temperature (T) and specific humj-dity (q) are specified at those
points designated for height in Fig- 1. wind components at the steps (circled
in Fig. 2) Iike those underground are identically zero.

Layer fndex

I=5
I,:6

l,:10

I:16

ztt
0.0s3813
0.060517
0.05s860
0.069920
0 .0'7 2'7 t0
0.074320
0 .0'1 4'110
0.074110
0 . a'7 2420
0.059710
0.066070
0.061510
0.056110
0.049910
0.042950
0 - 035300

Having chosen the vertical resolution, reference height6 of the Iayer
interfaces are calculated by integrating the hl'psometric equat.ion with the
chosen reference atmosphere. These heights srill be used .in determining the
topography -

2.3 Indexing

Fj-g. 3 indicates how the grid points are ordered for array storage. IM
and.fM are the numlf,er of increments in each direction. Each "cell', coniains
one height point and one velocity point. A consequence of this is thegrouping of velocity points on the feft boundary rlith height points that are
on the right boundary and are one row Iower. These welocitiei are starred inFiq. 3. Now the tr.ro-d-imens ional grid can be ordered in a one-dimensional
fashion as given by the K j-ndex in order to expedite vectorization.

With the exception of convectioni. most calulations ar.e carried outsequentially on each eta level looping through the K ind.ex as a single vector.
Because the presence of steps on a given fevel wou.td seem to eliminite thepossibility of vecLorization. an auxilriary three -dimens ional array existswhich holds values of 1for all points above ground and 0 for all iointsbe1ow. simirarly because the outer two rows around the d.omain are excludedfrom direct integration. a two-dimensional array consisting of O in these ror.rsand 1 elserahere is carried. Muftipfying the equations by these topography andboundary masks compretely resorves the problem of wectorization thiorlgrr thesteps and outside the inte.gration domain.
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2.4 specification of Topography and Initial Data

The elevation of each step mountain is arriwed at through a method for
describing enhanced "sifhouette" topography. Equal values are assiglted to
groups of four neighboring height points to awoid the possibility of having a
single height point surirounded on al]. sides by mountains.

Consider Fig. 4 which 6hows a group of four adjacent height points.
Note that. each of the grid squares is diwided into four sub-boxes. Actual
surface elevations are read from archived data and the mean is found \rithin
each sub-box. These means are represented by the Z's i^ Fig. 4. Nov eight:
intermediate quantities are detemined by taklng the maximum elevat.ion along
each row and column of sub-boxes. Specifically,

SL=\ax (Zl. Z2 | 23 t Z4l
S2l..a:1.(z5tZ6|Z1 tZB)
S3=nax (Z 9,210 | 271, I Z!2)
s4=nax (213/ z14tz15tz16) (4)
Ss=nax (Z 1, 25 / 29 | 273)
S 6:\nax (22 | 26 | ZIA t 214)
S7l..ax lZ3, Z1 t Z11t 215)
S B=nax (24l 2 8, 212 | Z16)

The height of the step is simply the mean of these eight values. The
archived data includes information of areal coverage of the water surface
vrhich is.necessary for specifyingr coastal poj-nts. The percentage of lrater
surface in each sub-box is found by summing the amounts for each archiwe data
square within that box and the mean percentage is obtained for a1I sixteen
sub-bo{es- If 1ess than 508 of the entire step is covered by water,. that stepis considered to be land and its elevation is that given above- If mole than
502 of the step is covered by water then those four adjacent points are
defined as ocean or 1ake. The surface elevation of the water points (,'sea,,
points in the code) is the mean of Lhe values at the 16 sub-boies. To avoidspeciaf coding that wourd otherr"rise be needed near the lateral boundaries, allpoints are defined as ocean in the outer €*ve rovrs.

+u,t.

- T|" final height of the model steps is taken to be the reference heightof the interface that is nearest the previously defined elevation at eachheight point. If this procedure has closed major mountain gaps aL saddlepoints that existed before discretization to reference neiq.its then such gaps
are restored. The function r, (Eq. (3b)) can now be determined and will remain
unchanged throughout the model integraLion since it depends on.Iy on thereference atmosphere and the topography.

The initial condit.ions in the eta model are based on the initialialized
fields from the Regj-ona1 Analysis and Eorecast Systen (RAFS) which are on
.eilher mandatory pressure levels or the Nested. Grid Model,s sigma fevels.Interpolation of he.ight values from a pressure 1eve1 ,2, to the ;ta surfaces hi
is done quadrat.ically in tn(p), i.e.,

Aln (p)2 +Bln(p) +C=hp (s)

Eq. (5) is applied at three adjacent input pressure levels which arenearest the model Lep€€-apby. These three equat.ions are solved simurtaneouslyfor A, B/ and C. The mode.l terrain height is then inserted into (5) to findthe surface pressure.
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(6)

rrhere p2 is the middle of the three input pressure levels- civen the heights
at a1I eta levels/ the temperature at each midlayer point is found from the
finite-difference form of the hypsometric equation. Initial specific
humidities at the midlayer points are determined .in a manner analogous to that
used for the heights.

The winds at each nridlayer velocity poi-nt are obtained through linear
interpolation in ln(p). Ietting pr be the input pressure IeveI jmmediately
below the desired eta level, then:

u,,: u p,* (rr,-, - ,r,)('', \t.,(pr)- tn(p.-, )

(7)

and similarly for v.

See Section 5 for specification of the boundary va.Iues.

The sea surface temperature (SST) and snow/ice cover (SI) are taken from
the initiaL guess fiLe. SST/s remain constall lhroughout the forecast. The
snow cover is initially given as either present (1) or absent (O) so an actual
depth must be assig'ned arbitrarily. The formula used on land points is

s1.", : 3 (sr.,,) sin 4 (B)

To determine the heights of
in Fig. 21 . At Bt and C are found
around each given eta level. The
level from (5) on the eLa surface

each interfacial eta leve]- (solid surfaces
from three adjacent input pressure levels
difference of (5) at the middle pressure
read.ily yields the desired height:

TG = 25a. I5+30 cos{+ gz"r"./3333.

h,= h,"*,r (r"(r,)'- r"(p,)1* a(rn (p,)- rn(p,))

rn (p,)- rn (r,)

where C is the geodetic latitude. The snow depth thus waries with latitiude
to a maximum of 3 m at the po1e. Over sea points/ the ice depth is set to 1m. The values of the "underground potential temperature" (TG) are also
constant in time and are given by

(e)

and thus varies from 288.15K to 258-15K betvreen the equator and. the pole with
a modification for terrain height. The soil moisture is t.aken from i g1oba1
monthly climatology file and a maximum of 0.1125 m is imposed. Initia.I a.Ibedo
is read from a g1oba1 seasonal climatofogy fi1e.



3 Nu.nerical ltlethods

3.1 Mode]. varialf,lqs and predictive Equations

The fundamental quantities predicted are the difference between surfacepressure and that at. the top of the domain (pD) / temperaLure (T), specifichumidity (q) r and the u and v conponents of the wind'. a sixtir,'three-dimensional field/ the turburent kinetic energy (e2), is arso predictedfor use in the turburent exchange routines d.escribe6.- in-section a.i.--otn..evorving fields associated wiLh the surface incrud.e u.",', "i"i.a fr".ipit"tio",soi.t rnoisture/ a1bedo, and surface potential temperature.
The complete set of prognostic equations fo! the fundamental variabres isas follows:

?,(*r)-,, (#r r) - *(*,r) -

(ap-\ a (ao.\
l;u )- nli, )= 

o

,, (frr)o,

,, (fir)",

(#)(tn "/ * v,o *Tr, o- t) = o

uTu:.-..gdR.ap

-+ 

l
P cpdrl dq

a0 : _torrd p
dqpEq

I d D ","_ _ _,'+V
t1

d P.r" f"
)t =- )"

.dp Ddp.,. rqn-=_:-_ |'aq n" dt Jo

do_____1+o-:.9
dt

dT

( l oo)

( 10b)

(loc)

( 10d)

(l0e)

( 101)

( Ios)

dt

In the equations above,



F represents frictional and turbulent effects on the velocity,

@ is the geopotential x: Ro/ c,

R is the neL ver tical radiative tlux

7' represents turbulent effects on the temperature

q' represents turbulent effects on specific humidity

S represents sources and sinks of water vapor.

The eta model uses the split-explicit approach (Gadd. 19?8) in integrating
the equations in (10) separating the adjustment processes from the advection.
The fundamental time step in the model is that for the adjustment. at,at t ar,d
currently equals 240 s. Advection and physical processes are calcular-ed aL
integral multiples of zt"ct .

3.2 Adj ustnent. Stage

In essence, the semi-staggered E grid is a superposition of two staggered
C grids - v{hen only the adjustment terms in the equations of motion and
continuity are considered it may be strown that two large sca].e so.lutions flom
each C grid may exj-st independently and a noisy total solution results. when
Coriolis and advection terms are included/ these gravity wave solutions may
interact j-n a manner that is physicall-y unrealistic. Rather than filter: this
small scale noise,, the eta model employs the fo rward-backward scheme modified
to prevent gravity wawe separation in describing the adjustment. stage
(Mesinger, 1973; Mesinger and Arakawa I l9'76; Janjic, 1979). The unmodif.ied
forward-backward scheme is iflustrated in the following diffelence equations:

^+l ^z+lu :u -LLadirx

.^+l_.,a At Da+luLadjt y

P D", I: PD"_ v?' At 
"^j ( I l c)

e/here P, and Py are the componenls of the pressure gradient force and IM is the
loi.,est predictive level above the surface. Note that the mass field is
determined using a forward time difference while the velocity components are
obtained using a backr.rard time difference. The stability criterion for the
scheme allows a doubling of the time step compared to an analogous ]-eapfrog
setup and no computationaL mode is produced.

. The form of the pressure gradient !]as
developed to achieve consistency \"rith the advection scheme of the model
(Mesinger and Janjic. 1987) and Lhe components are given by

(1lo)

(1rb)

dD- I

=-v ln 1dq )
(I
\1.-l

/V:, u,-i..e, of PD ,."e )n*r.^ "cA l..rt
a^ *. ^,L <c.-.7an t,.,*s n-.\. t^f l,'Ied. ^t,..J 4" "

:ss*rr 3rrJ,e"*s ,$ *he ne- ^*,t { ell



I l-

''= ,*t.lt'+-' -6;.6' * (nr-7i)' 6 ,.p -(FT7 p)Y 6y.p

(t2a)

+: ---1 | Z D' aRT / n\' 6... o'? 7-=x I
- Z pY (RT7 p)Y 6,. p 'lr

- I I | -_'
P ..: 

- 
{ :16 -.6Y +6.1d'

' 2.4v '31 ^
'l

't

2lT-w
+-.'-......._l AD^ 6 .6-

3lptt '

*(RTf p)' 6".p

( 12b)

2l.r
a-; -rl

-;Te"Pn'onal' 6,.p' *Zp" (RT] p)Y 6".p 'lr

where /p represeots the pressure depth of a given eta layer. The overbarsindicate two-point averaging in the specified direction ,nite 0,. and 6". denote
differencing between adjacent va.Iues a.Iong. the indicaLed direction. in=
weights of 1il3 and 2/3 ar).se from the fact that sides of a grid box are nearerthe center than are the vertices. p, and py are defined at velocity points.

The Coriolis and curvature terms / I-2ash|+lu/d)i "@, are now added to(11a) and (l-1b) in an implicit fashion.

LL"*t = LLo + 1Zt "o,(u"., 
- r")tZ At.djp:- |

u"*t = t)o - 1"rt "o,(u"" 
* u")t 2 - zt 

"djp;- 
|

ES. (13b) is now substituted into u.-' in (13a) and Eq. (13a) is substituted.into ."' in (13b) . When u.', and l,,', are isolated.. the ;esult is

""-'=["^(r- F2)+2Fu"- FZt.o,p;-: - lt.dip:.']zIt*r'] (1ao)

,"-' : Ir^( t - 12) - 2 F u" * F lt.dj p :" 
t.- zt 

"dj 
p :-, )tlt * rr)

F = .s Ibt "dt

If Lhe auxiliary variables Up and VP are lntroduced

Up=un+ F u" _ At 
"dj 

pl, l

( l3o)

( 13b)

where

(r4b)

( Isa)



VP:u"-Fu"-at"drPl,'l ( lsb)

then (14a) and (14b) may be rewritten

u".':(F vp"uP)/(t*F2) (16o)

u".':vP-Fu".' ( 16b)

These unmodified wind components are used in calculating the divergence.
Mass f].ux along both sets of axes is needed and Fig. 5 shows the relatiooship
between the different welocity componenLs at a velocity point, The u
conlribution to v'is negative since u>0 produces a component along the
-y'axis.

The divergence appearing in the surunation in (11c) and defined at each
height point is given by

tl I \, ,--/
DIV : DIV ,.-- +: I 

- 

ll 6-l/p^ulyl*6..1 / p'u,/x ll"' 3\2AxAY /L :\ I J.") t'' J ))

2( 1 \,- t-x.-y.1 . r-...- -.,i.r-rr - t^ .lz1o,'(u,4ry*-izi)"'),6,.1Tp"'1-uZytuZxl, )t \t/ )' 3lzzx 4 )t" '

The quantity on the RHS of (17) weighted by 1/3 is the mass flux
diwergence along the x and y axes while the quantity weighted by 2/3 is the
flux divergence along the x\ and y\ axes. Note that mass is conserved in (L7)
since each term is in the form of an exact differential-. +..:t

The gi€e-l term in (17) which suppresses gravity wave noise essentially
involves differencing the divergence of the pressure gradient force at each
height point. Let
P.. = a,.E+1p175''6,.p and P 

".= 
6,.Q +(NTl p)v' 6". p

ff, n :6,.P ,'+ 6r.p ,' over each velocity point,

then the correcLion added to (17) is

D IV "",,: -o.sp*(f' - fY) ( l8)

*

where

.88rr[(/x)1," * (zy)') (le)4At"o'Zxly



LLt=(u+v\llT

trs' 5-' R.lo.*;,n"Iip
._Lc-omf on e^ l5

f u*rr.n w;"'J ve i+". V ..,.A ,'ls

in *Le y-/ o..I x'--y'A,rec|ioas.

v L- (e+v)141



and w:0.25 (see Janjic. 19?9) and.dx.r" is the minimum value of /x on the grid.
The correction term maintains mass conservatj-on since whenever ].I is added at
a given weLocity point in calculating DIV at a given height point/ the sarne 11

wifl be subtracted !.rhen an adjacent height point on a different row is
considered. To maintain mass conservation with internal boundaries present/
va.Iues of ,7 are set equaf to zero at all velocity points located at the sides
of mountains. Sinritarly, to conserve mass at the fateral- bound.aries, , is
set to zero at veLocity points along the outemost row of the integration
domain (third row from the physical boundary,' see Section 5).

After each adjustment time step @i==e=c€-
+etegf'ati-€r+. the divergent part of the wind is suppressed. Define the
variables DDMPU and DDMPV at each velocity point

DDMPU=CODAMP ACDT/Zx (2Oa)

DDMPV:CODAMP ACDT/Zy (20b)

w]!ere

ACDT:COAC Zt"dilAx2^.,+zy'zf , cooltMp: I50 a\d coAC =o.04

The qrind is then modified by the refaLions

unnu: uota*(a,otv)ooM pu /(22 p,) (2t a)

u,,eu:uoLa*(a,otv)ooMpv /(2Tp') etb)
Divergengg dampigg is ing.zeased gea r the lj\,Le:aI lounda ri,es by mu-Lt-ioly:ng
ool,tpu al-a ooutv/by I inlthe ouzle r I ive xCGs ot rde dona{6, .

A final process described in the adlustment stag.e is t.hat of adiabatic
temperature change associated with Lhe ewolving mass field. The second termin (10b) is the so-called @a term and involves the substantial deriwative ofpressure. The tendency of temperature due to the a)d term may be lrriLten as

Lr IRT[- r,t /an-\ -l

T:4 ol' 'V'P- J"o' li')o') (22)

where the bracketed quantity is qr.

Eirst the horizontal portion of 122) is computed. Consider Lhe followingquantities defined at velocity pointS:



These represent a flux form of IRT|p)V v"p on the east and wesL vertices/
the north and south vertices/ the northeast and southrrest sides, and the
northllest and southeast sides. respectively, of a grid box. (A grid box will
refer to a height point surrounded bY four velocity poil1ts). The new
temperature at each height Point on level L is Lhen

T EV : z p' uAt@-a,. n' --ffi7FY o 
". 

p'')

T N s : Z pY u /"@6- *' +ffid-6 y. p' 
)

r N r : lnF'' a .. o)l"ztazz'' llrnA* )

rs r -lzi'' a,.p)l="zy= r2".')lmt p' )

Tn+t -Tn+ tt,"oi l L(Tsv,*Trsvl*?(rwt' *TsE-,') Ic"Zx/y/pl3' ' 3' ')'4.

SDIV N*i

L due to divergence is
-t

.9 DIV .+.9DIV , I

N-: N+: I2 2l

(23o)

(23b)

(23c)

(23d)

(2s)

(26)

(2+)

For the ve.rt.ical contribution of 122), consider the quantity SDIV defined
as foflows:

which is simpfy the sum of the rnass flux divergence downward through N eta
Iayers. This integrated value for layer N is valid aL the bottom interface of
that 1ay-er at each height point. When N=LM in (25)/ the surface pressure
tendency in (10e) is obtained. thowing dp.t./at Lhen , at the layer interfaces
is determined at each height point from (10f) with 4 at the top and bottom of
the domain equal to zero.

The updated value of temperature at

+( do- $> V ' V.Zn: > DIV L

r-l utl L-t

l-eveI

,ilIr it | = r i* o.s(/t 
"di/ 

c )(RT

This assumes that SDIV at the upper boundary is zero-

3.3 Advection Stage

Both horizontal and vertical advection use a time step twice that
of the adjustment stage LL,\is zt.a,-2zl.at.



3.3.1 vertical Advecti-on

The EuIer-backward
centered difference in

is used. AII quantities except

The preliminary forward guess

time scheme
space .

q employ

at level
a

L
First consider the temperature.

is gi-ven by

o.5lt"d"f(.-^t ^r= i L- - I t/ r.r-f;)?r.,*(71Ltl t l'
(27 )

Recal1 that 4 is evaluated on layer interfaces thus a,-r refers to the value on
the interface beteeen .l-ayers (or midlevels) L and 1,+i: The final backrrard
step is

] 
(3oo)

\. I- 1 p1)Q, r I

2l

The turbulent kinetic energy (Q2) is another prognostic variable that
is advected (see Section 4,1 for a description of Q2) . It is defined at
height points on the Iayer interfaces and is zero at the upper boundary and at
the ground. The vertical advect.ion of Q2 is given by

/ \/ \qz* ,-i= a2;.i- o .2s zt 
"d, r[0 z;." - s rl.iJIr,-; * n ,_, )r 

zq ,.,

*(or:.,-sr: ,\(r,-rn,.,\rzq,1 (2ea)
\ "., ,-2./\ L.z '-a)

a2:-i: a2;. : o .2s at 
"d,r( o z.,.. - r r.,. :)(r,. :* n,, 1) r 2n,.,

* (.nr*,.i- ,r- , :)(, *;* n ,-,)r zq,1

(28)

(2e b)

The vertical advection of the velocity components is identical to that of
the previous scalar quantities except that masses and vertical velocities,
both defined at height points, must be averaged over velocity points, The
guantity PDSL is Lhe estimate of the pressure at ?-I (mean sea 1eve1) at each
height point and is obtained by dividing PD by 4. and adding p,- The initial
forward guess for the u and v components at level T, is thus

v
lnn\*lur-ur-r./i ,PDSL

2

- ^ 0.5/t"o"f ,^ n\u^ , = u, I u; . , - u i )Prszy I r . 0 L-,PDSL
,]

(30b)



and the

UL : UL

backward step gives

o.sat-..f
- '""1 lu*,.,-u*,1

P7r5Z' I ' Lt

o .5 /t.d,f , \- llu*,-,-u*,1
PDSav l.

q L-,PDSL ]., "r

(s1b)

The vertical advection of specific humidiLy is handled in a slj-ghtly
different manner since iL !.as determined that the vertical transPort of
moisture is described somelrhat more accurately with an upstream spatial
differencing. The forward guess is

^ ,5lt.d,t/.
Q*L=Q.i- ^ tl t-,r.,,r)(qi.,-qi)nr',,r*(l*i'r-,,r)(qi-qi-,)'lr-,,r\ (32)

4tl L

where i-rllal.

A check is now made to prec.Iude the appearance of negative moisture.
Define TQA and TQB as follows:

T Q A L 
: .5 at 

"d"(I - 
i,.,rr)(q *, ., - e* r)i,., r,,

T Q B r-- .5 lt.d,(I * i r- r, r)(q*, - e* r t)tt r- r,, - { r-,
TQB t: o

The 6tandard backward step yielding qi-' is
qi-' : qi-(rq't,*TQB )/ lq L

(34)

isTo insure that ci-' is aloays grreater than € (-Io-'') / the quantity TQA'
int roduced:

,]

(33a)

(33b)

(3so)

(3sb)

(s6 )

TQA'L:TQAL, qi" >e

TQA',:(e-qi)ttq,-rqa,, ql-'<6
The amount of moislure created at this point is carried by t-TQ^'-TQA.

In order to conserve q, I must eventually be subtracted from the domaj-n and is
simply taken from the layer beloe as seen in (33b) - Thus, the acLual final
backward step in the vertical advection of q is.

qi-' : qi-(rqr ,*7qP ,)t zq ,

3 -3.2 lloEizonta]- Advection

Janjic/s (1984) horizontal advection scheme is used in conjunction with
a modified Eu1er-backward time scheme, The modification is that the triaf
forward step is fo:c ,[a/2 of an advective Lime step when considering
non-momentum quantities- The result of this forward step is thea used as the
niddle value in a centered difference to obtain the value at n+1 , In



caLculating the velocity componentsr the forward sLep is for precisefy half an
advective time step. This variaCion resufts in significantly less damping
than occurs in the normal EuIer-backward scheme.r{.,- acr-a;nr..*r" a q"r-+, *ies ca.(

For temperature the forward step at rever^i j.';-'t"'J{o' "''o''"'.''* a 'i^/:4t4ls'

^[-z*/ytp,
tllS "a"Wlz=;'

At.o.

2+-
3

(37)

Using T*r as the temperature at the midpoint of the fuI1 advection time step/
the new value at n+l is

r i.' : r i - fu 
,{ :l44i@na:r;J" - F, z x(zf7 6775" 

)

t:
+-[(lu,ly +u,/txl' l4nr)^ 6*.7*1]3'\\ ' -

(38)

Specific humidity is'handled precisely the same as the temperature.

Since Lurbulent energy is defined on layer interfaces while the vefocity is
at midlayers, an additional vertical averaging is necessary for horizontaf
advection of Q2. Let ADQ2A and ADQ2B represent the adwection of e2 by thevelocity fields immediately above and beloH/ respectively/ with O2A arra eZebeing the resulting turbulent energies after t.he forward q.uess.

:-!LtL ,Ll;;.^nl.,ii)' -Fi"AAzo, _ ')^!2axzy/pr'sL\ ' -'

.it@'

l\ lu r/v , u rax)' l z p r)^ 6..ri I

ADQ2A+ L_,=-

t) (39o)''fZiSY'6".e2" ,



u r*r /! + u r*rAx)' l/ P r., 6,.a2i.i

ADQ2B+ . ,= 6#,, A,,<:lF;; rz;t;;t)' - F " n "a;;t' a *r,1" )

2*: IJ

Q2A*,_t

Q2B* ,.i

= Q2: ,+ ADQ2A* . ,r-.i L+i

= Q2: ,+ ADQ2B* - ,

(seb)

(4o a)

(40b)

(4r o)

ADQ2A"L'!: -

The centered step
At.o"

lxZyZp,

ya(

u,ty@p). a,qz,t*

14.*\\-utly+utAx)' llpr)' 6y.Q2A* L-,_) )>

a2:'::Q2l ,*o.sL', L+ i

ds

[(

eI

i

ADa2Bi:i

(toOz,ti", - ADa2B;.!)

(4r b)

(42)

trn;,zi;n;;zn''fZpu, 6 r.Q2"r,t



The horizontaL advection of the wind components is nearly ident.ical to
that for T and q except that mass fluxes must be averaged over height points
and the layer masses must be averaged over velocity points. Define the
follo\.ring auxiliary quantities :

U EV : (a -u )(n,zylvf,N. rJ N s = 1a "",16t^, --zpa'

ulrr: (0,.u,) (

usr: (0,.u.) (
,)

V EV = 16 ,u r)llu ;Zy )a pi )' vNs=(a,u,)(u,zx (44)

v N E : I 6 .u, ll I u,ziii,ziv\ r r/\\ ' ' lTpn')
v s E = 16 

".u 
,)l@Vt -n;Zi' )lzP,' )')

(43 )

(4sa)

(4sb)

(a6a)

(46b)

Note that UEw, tNSi' vEWl' and vNS are defined at the center of each grid
box, UNE and vNE are defined on the northwest side and USE and vSE are defined
on the souLhr.rest side of each box.

The trial forward sLep aL level L is then

nx: r/o - lt'a' 
I Ltorn.* DT5.v) * ?( ra-r,' * zz-s7.,')l2/x/YZP'13' ' 3\ ')

Atoo' [ 1r-. -=_w\ 2r-*. '=_u.,1t)* : u'' - _" r;zi"t"\v rv^ *r/NS'J*5|rzwr' * v s E' ) )

and the finaf centered step is

un* 
t : un - ot "o, I !1 n-pV=, *rr1;*-v)* ?1 n pV*,' *UTT=,'1 IAx/yZp*L3\ '/ 3\ ')

un*, : uo - zt *, I ]1v-gv*- *v;p3*,1*2 1m*,. *zsr*,')l
lxlyTpYl3 \ '/ 3\ '-)

where the starred quantj.ties use the velocity component s derived from (45a)
aod (45b). Through algebraic manipulation of (46) with the continuity
equation, it can be shown that boLh momentum and kinetic energy are conserved
by this scheme .

-urAY + u rnY



3.3-3 Upstrean Advection Near Boundaries

Because insufficient information is a-vai.lab1e for the advection scheme
lrithin the fiwe outer rows of the dornain's horizontal boundaries/ an upstream
scheme is used for polnts in the third, fourth/ and fifth outermost rows (no
prediction occurs in the olrter two rows; see Section 5) .

In the
heiqht point
and thereby

case of temperature/ mean velocity components are found at the
in question by four-point averaging the surrounding vetocities

defining the means as

The assumption -is now made that. Lhe
the same as at the point itself thus the
reversed and it is multipLied by ha.If an

(47 a)
(47 b)

vrind upstream of this height point is
direcLion of the mean vrind is
advective time step to determ.ine

o.s(r'* r')
o.s(r'* r,)

the
islocation from which advection needed to obtain the ha]-f time step vafues

originaLing. Bilinear interpolation to this location from the four
surrounding points rritl yield the temperature at the height point after the
ha1f time step advection has occurred. Using t.he updated wind and temperature
values/ the procedure is repeated using the ful]- advection time step. As was
done in the previous section/ Lhe first step is forward by (.[1/z)d.., for the
non-moment um quantities .

To see this procedure quantitatively/ consider Fig. 6 which depicts the
central height point lrhere Io is being predicted, The X shows the point from
Hhich the upstream advection is origi-nating. pp and ep are the distances from
Io to x along the x' and y' axes, rebpecLively/ with the grid interval d
chosen as the unit distance. 7r 12 and 13 are the three temperatures which
complete the square surrounding X. The values of pp and ep are g.iven by

e p : - .AL:"y I u'," zy *i,, lxf4AxAy'

At.a, r _,"
- 4/x ly

*i'" Ax)

(48o)

(48b)

Note that Che 4 multiplytng zx and/y represents the product of the
diwisor, 2t of zt and two ,D factors. The first ,E accounts for the unitlength along the primed axes and the second converts u a[d.v to u, and v/ as
seen in Fig. 5. Define the following bj-linear interpolating coefficients:

F0:1-PP-QP- (PP ) (QP )
F1=PP ( 1-QP )
F2=QP ( 1-PP )
E3= (PP ) (QP )

(49)

Eor s.implicity/ the quantity FE:F0-1 will be used in the following
equations to avoid writing the explicit subtraction of each quantity;t thezero location in Eig. 6. The initial forward guess in the time scheme is thenwritten as



.{ I^,,

,^t

.1 'rLe
tl

..^,t.p.),.._ -J ,

(s0)

The in it ia]
components which
estimates, (48)
level L near the

T'o:TZ*fi|rr Tt* rt Ti* rz T)* F3 TZI

forward step is done for T. q. and Q2 as wel1 as the ve.locily
will be described belo{. with the new wind component

and (49) are recalculated. Then the updated temperature at
boundaries is

T;.' : T3 * 2lF F*Tx o+ F I *7* 
t * F 2xT* t* F3*f *:] (s1)

whe!e Lhe F' 's indicate the recalculaled values.

ADQ2A* 1.,: FF LQ2Z+ Fl LQ2\+ F2LQ2;+ F3LQ2Z

ADQ2B* L_t: FF r.,Q2t* pI r..,Q2i-r F2,.,Q2\+ F3L.tQ2:

q2A* r-t: Q2t* fi loqz t ",_t
22

Q2B* L.!: Q2t* .,[Z.aOqZn" r*l

where the subscripts on Q2 indicate the same locations on leve1 r*i
Fig.6.

values of advection
wit.h nev/ E/s taken
update of Q2 yields

AD02B**
2

l,et ADQ2A** and ADQ2B** represent the new
in (52) using Q2A* and Q2B* in place of Q2 and
forward guess wind componenLs. Then the final

Q23-' : Q23* aDQ2A**

The upstream advection of velocity is treated in the same manner except
that no averaging is necessary to determine the advecting wind, i.e.. each
component is advected by the tot.al wind at its location. The initial for\.,ard
step at 1eve1 L is thus

\-\-_-------3 EHe tse t\e preqen.e e.f ts cpogiE aphyr-+€+€r-al-$oundar-ie s -in- eta-layer-s- wi-1-1-
occurs--at--tne-={d€€-€€-steps--as--+rell---as--at--t+e--€dge,-of--Lb^ anmain-- If
Tt , -tz, or I" in Eig. 6 is submerged, realistic values must be used in their
place for the upstream algorithm to be used. Table 1 fists the various
contingencies for submerged points.

The upstream advection of specific humidity is handfed in precisely the
same manner as the t empe rat ure.-exeep+-+++t=.ra}+e@
E€+o- The same averaging rationale prewiously described for the advection of
turbulent energy is a.Lso used for upstream advection. Let ADQ2A and ADQ2B
represent the advection of Q2 by the velocity field immediately a.bove and
be1o9, level t*i on which Q2 resides and again 1et Q2A and Q2B represent the
resultinq turbulent energy- Whereas alf the F's in (49) were evaluated at
Ieve] L/ those associated with Q2B must no\d use values at level l,+1 . The
resulting forwa rd guess is

r*I'
2

(s2a)

(s2b)

(s3o)

(s3b)

as for T in

calculated
fxom the

(s4)



-f,
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u*o=u[+ FFui+Flu\+P2r" + F3u3

u*o=uf,+FFui+P

and the final centered scep is

ui. t = u[ + 2(F F*u* o* P 1

u3-':ut *2(FF*u*o* Fl

lu\+ F)v|+ P3v3

* Il* r* F 2*U* z + F3*u*o)

*t)* ,* F2xt)x z* F3*uxs)

(SSo)

(ssb)

(s6o)

(s6b)

(se )

As with -ep€€-iAi-e-+,uft,i@turbulent enelgyl submerged velocity
components needed with upstream advection are egual Lo zero.

3.4 Smoothing Specific Humidity

Negative specific humidities can occur in regions where q is wery small
and/or where large gradients of q occur. If after the advectj-on any a layer
contains c<-2 x lo-taksks-t, smoothing is carried out on that Iayer such Lhat

Smoothing is used rather than setting to zero to avoid anomalous sources
of moisture.

3.5 Horizonta]. Diffusiorr

After each adjustment t.ime step a nonlinear fourth order diffusion is
applied to the temperature/ specific humidity, and wind components in each eta
.Iayer. The magnitude of the diffusion is proportiona.l to the deformation and
the turbulent energy. l,et DEFT and DEES be defj-ned at height points and
denote the stretching and shearing deformation. respectively:

DE FT = 6,u- 6"u (SBc)

DEFS= 6ru+6,u (S8b)

The total deformation at 1evel L is modified by the turbulent energy to
yield

n+l n+l .^- ,.2 / n+l\ -2 / n+l\.
Q "", 

= Q "ta 
.'- . r.zD tox.[g .u )* o y.\Q "u ))

(s7)

D E F = {D E F'rz + p p F s2 +}! e2 L, r

$+coz
where l6<DEF<32.

The second order diffusive correctj-on for temperature defined at height
points is given by

)u
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C^C, ACDT , ,_
rDr F --'n7ff\a -.(oz-r''a,.r)* a".(DEF'' a,.r)) (60)

where ,{cDr eras d.efined in conjunction }lith Eq. (20) and co-}.25. The diffusion
) i" i"c'""sed around the raterar *ilS::':? |fl"";:i:i' iln.' ,iJortliot^o""""."i..

erscript denotes the result after second
repeated to produce a new T srith fourth

-' a,.r ot r)* 0,.(O t r-"' a,.r ot r)\ (61 )

The diffusion of specific humidity is identical to Lhat of temperature.

In order to calcu]-ate the diffusion of momentr.rm, consider the quantities
UDIE and rDrF defined at velocj.ty points:

clACDT,^ /-:v.- \ ^ ,/ '.'--x.^ 
.\l

uDt r: 

-\6-'IDEF' 

6-.u)*6".lDL1'^ A".u))Ax'AY'' ^ ''

c, ACDT ,
v D I F : " )" i i', { a -.( D-ET'' 6 -. u) * 6 

".(DTF 
- 

6 
". 

u)lAx'/Y'r ' '

The second order modifications are analogous Lo those for T.
values for u and. v are then

..(4) ..(r) ctACDT 'u :u - *\6,.IDEF' 6,'UDIF)+6ylDEF^ 6y'UDIF)) (634)
/x'AY' ' ' "

(4) (2\ crACDT,- t-!. - -.^-^l
=-=;{6..(TETv'6,'v D I F)* a,'(567* 6 y'v D I F)} (63b )lx' ty

If either term in any of the above differences involves an underground
wind component then the difference itself is set to zero. It may be shown
that the strength of this fourth order diffusion is proportional to the time
derivative of the second order diffusion-

(62a)

(62b)

-Lne t.InaI



4 Physical Paranleterizations

The eta model,'s physical package describes turbulent exchange, Iarge
scale and convective precipitation, surface processes/ and radiatlon.
Turbulence and. convection are called every four adjustmenl Lime steps while
Iarge scale precipitation is called every two. Radiation is called every 30
adjustment time steps. The quantity .r't,^y will eq]aL 4 lt.at.

4.L Turbu].ent. Exchange

The plocess of turbulent transfer is described in the eta model by
applying Mellor-Yamada second order closure theory (Me.Ilor and Yamada, 1974l,
l-982) which yields exchange coefficients used to calculate the heat/ moisture/
and. momerltum exchange through model layer interfaces. Different "fevels" of
Lhe theory are used in the IoHesL layer above the ground and in the free
atmosphere in all higher layers.

4,1.1 Exchange in the Free At-loosphere: level 2.5

The so-called Level 2.5 of the heirarchy developed by Mellor and Yamada
inwolwes not only the model variables which will undergo the transfer but afso
a quantiLy called turbulent energy (Q2) defined as twice the turbulent kinetic
energy per unit nass. Predicting this guantity is the fundamental- problem in
finding the exchange coefficients. The prognostic equation for: Q2 is

'ff:-v.voe2-i'#-*(, , t, uff 
)-, (""*Pa-e) ( 64)

Lerm

Recall that Q2 is defined at the layer
place there. Initiauy Q2 is assigred a value
the top of the domain, at the earth/s surface/
it is set to zero throughout the forecast.

To find the producL ioo/dis s ipation of Q2,
must first be calculated. The principa.I length

two terms on the right hand side of (64) are the advection,. the
the diffusion/ and the last terms are the product.ion /
Each of these three processes is calculated separately in a

The advection of 02 was already described in Section 3.3.

lo k z. I

2

interfaces since exchange takes
Of ro-'m^/s' everywhere except at
and on the outermost row where

a variety of other quantities
scale i is found from

(6so)
ll",e 1"..-*Jy Q i^ k z r*, * Lo+I...

,7^^l

L

2

t.t{*',"'" lu"' ;'
-,o 6 q r)7'.

The fi rst

pat'.ron -

split fashion -



lo

I

" l<zp)qo,
L. LM

I

f @)tp,
, lo<90 m

according to:
* ai.Gptat ) I

(6sb)

(66o)

(62a)

(62b)

(68)

where :

k is the von

)

Karman constant (0.4),
a= 0.I, z is the altitude above the ground,
Ap, is the pressure depth of 17 layer L,

LM is the lowest midlayer level above the groun

The bars
variables are defined only

over z and e indicate vertica.L means for layer L since thesedefined only ai the toD and bottorn .,f a,.h ra.,^-e top and bottom of each Iayer.
A1r subsequent auxiriary quanti-ties regarding e2 wirl be defined at heightpoints on layer interfaces.- olefine GH and"Cl,t such that

6HL.\=-(-)'','*

/ \2

GM. ,:l lv-l I (t)'-f 4)' I'",.t-[oa, L\.r,/ -tr, .i (66b)

where:

B=3.67x 1O-3 , g is 9.8 and 6, is the virtual potential temperature.
cH is not allowed to exceed 0.032 while GM may not "*.""d o..uifl6f,bs.Bearinq in mind thar u - v, and a, are carried .t ^i-ar.y".il- tilii'LEi.',uti-r."'in (56a) and (56b) are

D(u,u) -(uInJ7 - G;r);],
dz Z. t-z zL-i 1,,

ae u _ e,L- 0,L* |

)z , r_i-, u1
Before (67b) is used, the 6, field is smoothed

0,(new) = 0,(ozd)+o. rzs ( ol.(e,qoia; )

-Now the quantities SH and SM must be found. byfollowing re.Iations: simultaneous solution of



sMl6AtA2

sMlr*6A1

cul+ s plt -3A282 GH - t2AtA2 GH):

GM-eAtA2 cH)-sH [12A1 GH+sAtA

- (',-,n;.,-',.,n;.,)(

A2 (69)

, cHl=2,(r-sc,)

analoqous to that
is soived for O2^*l

Expressing the left hand side of (70) as the finite difference time
change of Q2, using the fact L}LaL a{Q2/2)/)t-QaQ/att and using Q at time n+1 on
the right hand side of (70), then it follows that

x at -,.. )--a""*Q^: o (71)
l,'

where X represents the bracketed. terms in (70), Eq. (71) is a simple quadratic
equation which is solved for Q^-':

irhe re
Ar=.92, Bt:16.6 , A2:O.74 , B2:lO.l , Cr:O.08.

Through manipulation of equations described by MeIIor and Yamada/ the
production / dissipation term can be written

P"*Po-.:$1r, GM+sH cH -B;t) (70)

Q".' 2 X AtPhy { 1-(1- t

1
(72)

!
4XA

The negative squere root is taken in ('12) since the posilive root yields an
un-physical computational solution. Eq. (72) is solved at each layer interface
below the top of the domain and above the'surface.
. Now Q2 will be updated with the diffusion term in (64) . The prognostic
equation is cast into finite difference folm as follows:

a2i:i- a2i.t ctl: ' { lt.,Ql ,*l

Q2:.1 - Q2: 
",,2

,*, L+a

) (73)

r(\..,al.,ll I2 2) \ I
\,/

where so-o.2. Note that the pseudo-implicit form of (73) is
used in the Dufort-FraD,kel scheme. With some algebra. (73)

Q2i.;*Ft Q2ij+F2 Q2;."
Lta l,+Fl,+F2 (7 4)



where

FI ,-;Qi-:* ,,.:qi.

2 '2

,.'Qi,+l .O".r; lr - L+-'L+

(75o)

(7sb)

(7sc)

to be

,. _ lt oo"S,'"- r, ,-r-.
L+a

Q2 has now been fully_ u-pdated according to (64) and j-s const.rainedno grreater than ro'(.n./s),. e"e".. p.o.u.a1""9"'" ai"" ,rura is smoothed:
Q2(naw)= e2(otd)+ .r2s ( 6r,.(e2(ord.))+ 63.11.2(otd)) ) CrulThe fina-L step is a"^:yil".a:. Lhe exchange coefficients and apply E.hem tothe mixing,of model variables.. The formu]as.ior the heat and. mohent,].exchange coefficients, respectively. ;;;---' -"

KH r.!= l,-gQr.1sH,.,
2-2

*' ,-:= t uiQ,.is M ,.i
The value of e has 

_changed. since i, SH, and SM. w_ere first calculated sothe -LaE.ter are no\.r re_evaluaied r:l"s ier,, i;;r,- ," t)t aod. (69) beforerrndrn', KH and KM which are not alloied i","i"".o lo,m,/s or to be negative.
The turbulent exchange is then

)(e,q) t a ( ...-a(o,q)\
)t :;dzleKH '-1.,' 

)
d(u,u) 

=L a ( ^.,,d(u,u)\)t pdr(n'' a, )
v,here p is the air density,. 

^.The same strat.egy is used to solve theseequations as 
'ras used i n--(rO) t" t,..ir. ii.=valrrusion or OZ. as- 

"i_r_ 

_"*a*pre,
consider the finire difference torr. "i-fiiiJl*ii. pot.rrri rl tempe.rarure:

(77 a)

(77 b)

(78 a)

(78b)



/

ai'' - ei
lt pny

where

Solving for el'' yields

oi''

{(rr-,* Pr)KH

prliE*FI ei-t+F2 1i-r

PL+Fl +F2

F3 (or-r + p L)KH ,-,
,F1=

z r-3 L r-l'2

r3 (o ur* P r)KH ,.,

/\t\
,-;[ )\,/

-(Pr*Pr.,l-'r.r(ffi), (7e)

(80)

(81o)

(81b)

(BI c)

F2:

For specific hunLidity, q simP1y replaces e in (79) and (80).

calculating the mixing of the vind componenLs is precisely analogous to
thaL for 0 and q except that KM replaces KIt and since p (through the. pressure,
temperature/ arrd sp"Citi" huniditt) / zt ar,d KM are calculated at heighL
poi-nts, they must tirst be four-point averaged over velocity points.
ilnderg'round values of p and T are set at lo-' te m-'and loo'Kr resPectively.



4.1-2 Excharge at the Surface: ],evel. 2

At the ground and sea surface/ a simplifying assumption is made to
Level 2.5,. namely that the 1oca1 derivalive/ advecLion/ and diffusion of e2 in(64) ale zero. In other words. the production and dissipatio.a of tr.rrbulent
energ'y are balanced. The stability of the surface fayer as reflected by the
gradient R.ichardson nu$ber (R,) is the primary factor which wilf determine
mixing -

R. is defined by

(82)

(Bao)

(84b)

Since the exchange vriIl take place between the Iowest flLidlayer predictive
model .leveI and the ground or ocean, the depth of this interva.I i-s needed as
are surface boundary values for 6,, u and u. At the lower boundary, the wind
components are always zero thus the denominator of (82) is s.imp1y .,*,' and
musl- lie between .0001 and 2500 (m,/s),. The virtuaf potential tlmperature isgiven by

e,=e,,"1 I+0.61 q"., (VET/VFC)) (83)

where q,., is the saturation specific huridity given the Lemperature of and.pressure at the surface. WET is the soil moisture and wFC is the maxirnum
value of soif moisture (0-1125 m). Over the ocean. WET/WFC is always 1-

To find the depth of the model.s loaest half-layer through which exchangewill occur. one must. accounL for tl-e logarithmic p.otite tha[ is assumed for aquantity f below the critical level of z,(-2m) :1-y*ctnl"tr"), where zo is the
roughness length. Erom z. up to the towest midlayer eta.ievel, thl profiles
are assumed to be linear: f:A*Bz. rf both zero and first order conlinuity ofthese tHo profiles exists at -z., then A,. B,. aod C for each f can be found in
terms of known quantities:

I _ F D-tt-lLM D.LM

t - t)t.

where
needed
].ength
is the

(8ac)

above the surface- The quantity /z
or in (84c) - Ilowever, the roughnessis sti11 unknown. Currently the model uses zo-o.l+to-sc./. over tand iO.r"surface geopotential) and Charnock.s refation over water:

/a\ .,"=\n )", where a: 0.016m-t an rl
kt7"l
rnll l\'",/



Using the relations .in (84) and the fact that i,-A,Rz.. t}IeII

(8s)

The
a LIowed

The value of zo used in (85) is
initial value of zo/ over the ocean
to be less than lo''8.

once zo is updated (over ocean)
evaluated from (82). Now define r

that from the previous time step.
is assurned to be lo'n and is never

then zz can be found everywhere and R, is
as follows:

R/
I-Rr

R/ = 0.664[Ri + o. I76S - (ni - 0.3175R, + 0.0312)']

vrhere R, is the flux Richardson number whi-ch is constrained Lo be no
-0.38. The auxilj-ary stabi]-iLy functions SH and SM are given by

{u:s,tr(t,-t2r)
,n, _3 A,1,, - y rr)lt r- c t - (6 A, * 3 Ar) r B1')

ft-lzl+3AtlB1l

where

,.:I- 2A.B-.1
J

Yz=(8,*6A,)B;t
and ,4, , B, , A, , B, , and C, are the same as in Level 2.5.

(86o)

(86b)

Less than

(47 a)

(87b)

(BBa)

(88b)

(89o)

(8eb)

la
(B5o)

Ct^

(ixb)

If R./ ever exceeds 0.19/ stability is too great for turbulent exchange to
occur/ so R/ is set back to 0.19 and SH and SM are set to zero. Finalfy the
actual stability functions are

which lead to the

sH:(8,(r-nr)s^i,I)'sz

sM:(8,(r -nr)sv)lstt
surface xchange coeffici nts

L ,SHLM-: t ,KHs- '. ((z;;)'*(;1)'
I ,SMLlt- 'KMs= 'E ((tlil)'*(i;L)'

)'
I

)'



The lengLh scale at the top of the Iowest Layerl r,,-,_r is divided by fouriI' (90) to approximate the length scar-e midway le t.rreeri'tt-re surface and. levefIM. since (90b) gives the momentum coefficients over heig,ht points, KMS mustbe four-point averaged over velocity points before it is used-.

- verticaf mixing will be eva.luated precilely as in (79) except. now the
exchange coeffi.cient at t.he bottom of the layer is the surface ..alue whire atthe top it is calcul-ated from Level 2.5. lhus for potential temperature
A^+ I _ anVLM VLM 1

l(oru-,* oru)KnAt "n. (
p rulz Lu-i

(e1)

,,;( 
))

\
'" 2 .l

-(P ru*r"r"1,.rr(
),

!
z

IM-

),

qir"
Z "t,I

a

Q tu
,

)

srhere p"/. is the air
moisture ratio must

qiL'- qiu I

density at the surface.
be inc.Iuded :

For specific humidity, Lhe soil

t
O rr(,

[(rr^r-r * oru)KH I
3
2

,, -t(

-(o,u* r,,,)rrr(m)(

The finite difference eguations for the u and. v cornponents of the wind areidentical to (91) exceDt KM and KMS reprace KH and KHs- Again the exchangecoefficients and air dLnsity must be a;;f-fornt averaged oi.. ,'.ro"ifv points-
The sol-utions for the updated moder variables i.n the rowest rayer are then

uLv
p LueiM+ F l qiH _t + F2 e:/c

PLu*Fl+F2

QLp
pruqiu+ Fl qiu_r+ lt F2 q!,,

PLu+Fl+F2

PI"y u?.a* F3 uiu-,

(e2)

(93o)

(e3b)

(9sc)

(esd)

urp

uru

P|"u* F3* F4

ii'u uiu* F3 uir-,
iiYu* F3* F 4



where

F1=
FS KH IU-1 (7r^.,*P,*\

'tu-1 'slc
2

FS (H.9

(9a a)

(e4b)

(89c)

(e4d)

(eae)

(e4 t)

F2:
tlJ-.

2

F5 KM-'Y ,tN-.
2

'tM-! 'slc
2

FS K-MS'Y

FS:

'ru-! z"lc
2

/t pny

L,,, I L.t.."-a

1t:VET/VFC

(7,^"7,..)

/'_-rv -.-rn( p.^-,'' f,,' )

r --tJ --*\f ,n - ,o,{. )



4-2 Precipitation'

Both .Iarge s ca.le and convective rainfall are described.

4.2.f Large scale Precipitation

The standard rationale is used in calcu.Iating this quantity- 1S
Condensation is assumed to occur if the relative humidj-ty is greater than 392
and is suruned layer by layer downward from the top. If a layer is
subsaturated (R.f<jp? ) / the water is evaporated until the fayer becomes
saLurated. Corr,eGponding changes in temperature and specific humidity
resulLing fromr4.he phase change are cafculaEed.(at

4.2.2 convective Precipitation

The eta model uses the method suggested by Betts (1986) to determine
convective rainfa1l. This approach invofves construction of so-called
reference profiles of temperature and specif.ic humidiLy ower each relevanL
height point. then re.laxing' the anbient profiles toward them. Because the
nature of the reference profiles is based on numerous observations,, the
procedure ensures that the atmosphere will adjust toward a realistic state,
The new T and q at each level after adjustment are given by

. r(new)=r(otd)-oL73,",-r@m))

q (new) : q (o Ld) " 
471r,", - q @ rc))

with r (:3000 s) beinq the relaxation time.

The first step is to determine fundamental characteristics of any

(9sa)

(esb)

Before the rout.ine is used/ tr{o lookup tables are generated. one is
called PTBL and yiefds saturation point pressure (PSP) given the poten-uiaI
temperature 4nd specific humidily while the othe!/ TTBL/ is of Lhe temperature
given the saLuration egu.i-valent potential temperature 6rs and the pressure.
The former table is used to locate cloud base and the latter is used to find
temperatures within the cloud. The motivation for using such tables is simply
to avoid repeatedly calcufating the exponentials neeCed in Lhe c.lau-
sius-Clapeyron equation theleby sawing considerable CPU time.

present. The three lowesl model Ievels above the surface
the one with the greatest 6Er is assumed to coincide with

c]oud base/ \,rhereupon,, 0,0rs,. and PSP (from PTBL) are retained for that Ievel .

Knowing 665 and the anbient wertical pressure structure/ the temperature of a
parcel/. as iL is fifted moist adiabatica.lly above cloud base, is found (from
TTBL) . If Lhe parcel iemperatule is warmer, or fewer than 3"K cooler/ than
the environment at a given Ievel. then it is considered buoyant and proceeds
to move up to the next -Ievef . Once the parcel tenperature at a .level becomes
more Lhan 3'( cooler than the environment/ Lhe cloud top is chosen as the
Ievel be1ow.



The vertical extent of the cloud is the criLerion used for choosing the
tlpe of convection and thus the naLure of the reference profiles. ff the
cloud rises five or more levels above cloud base, Lhen deep-c,,9nvsption rril-l
occur, shallow convection is assumed if the cloud rises €hi6€-oL- four levels.
Convection is skipped if a cloud rises fewer than three levels.

+wc



4-2-2.f shal]-ow Convection Plofiles

Based on observational evidence, Betts concludes that the lapse rate
within shallow cumuli is similar to a mixing Iine derived by mixing air above
the capping inversion with that in the sub€Ioud 1ayer. This fact is used to
construtt a first guess to the reference profiles- For shallow convection.
the cloud top is raised one leveI higher to allow partial nixing above the
previously defined cloud top.

Let LToP and LBOT denote the model 1evels of cloud top and bottom/
respectively. The slope. M/ of the mixing ].ine is found from

o nor - o rlo,
PSP11sp-PSP13sT

(e6 )

(e7 )

As sum-ing €ha@o--+e+est=-elrctoff-€ve1€ -'+rj-]l-not-be
€Ia€g€C-trl-+jre--adlust{Eent--and that the lapse rate of the reference profile at
higher levels is 0.8 times that of the mixing line/ Lhen the f.irst guess
reference temperature. prof i1e below cloud top is giwen by

T',)) r=(,tr r r)-'lr',1).r.t AP E L.r +0.8 M (pr-pr.,)]
where the superscripl (1) refers to Lhe first guess and

(e8 )

The first guess specific hu,'nidity profile is determined by choosing a
subsaturation pressure value/ DSP/ vhich will correspond to the profile. The
value currently used is -4000 Pa. Thus at each cloud level above the -Lowest
Lwot T,t and p,.,{-pr+DsP) are inverted to yield q.,r. The formula used to invert
these values is that of the saturation specific humidiLy:

/, ^S\Ti I\./ IAPF:t _ I

\ Pr,/
r."./ at the lowest two levels of the cloud are equal to the ambient
temperature- The reference t.emperature for the cloud t.op is modified for the
capping .invers ion such that
.r(l) :(tpc 1-rr.7-.(l) aDE! tut,L-rop- \!tt L L-tap ) Lr rct,LTop+t lLt L LTop+l

-, ,(
DC.D Dc.Dt \) ) t'foP*, t \) t tToP

PLTOP+I P LTOP
- r 

)ro.s 
M)(p,,o,-p,,,"-,)l

(ee )

where:

PQO=379.9oS 16, A2: 17.2693AA, A3=273.15, A4=s5.86, and APE,"t L=f fq)'
'- '" \ P"' r'l

Corlections must.
constra-ints

now be applied to the first guess prof i.Ies to satisfy the



-r)ap = o

-n)or:o

(1ooo)

(100b)

(I01o)

(10rb)

where z, is the latent heat of vaporization. eualitatively, (10Oa) aDd (1OOb)
state that the vertically integrated sensibLe heat and moist stat.ic energy
wil]. not change during the adjuslment process. Note that (100b) infers ihat
no net condens at.ion/evaporat ion can occur in a co.Ltunn due to shallow
convection. The process simply redistributes heat and moisture vertically.
The corrections added to (97)r (98), and (99) +e=e-ttriarr-t evei.s-aLeve cloud-

-ba€+ to obtain the finat profiles are thus

L-L

TOPI
EOT

I,,* t"(n,",

TOPI
BOT

(ln),

- qll'].,)uqt,
TOPI
EOT

lq,
TOPI
RoTe

lr ,-rl)).,)12n1,*

Aq=

L- L

L- L

(/tt) t
L-L



4-2-2-2 Deep convection Plofiles

In constructing the firsL guess profil€s for deep convect.ion, three
fundamental points in the cloud are used: the base/ the alnltrient freezing Ievel
(IO)/ and the top. Betts shows that j-n deep cumu.Ii the lapse rate below the
freezing levef ii slighLly Iess stable than moisL adiabatic/ i.e.. the
magnitu6.e of ae/ap along a- reference profile is less Lha1, ae/ap a.long the moist
adlabat. Abowe Lhe freezing level, the Iapse rate tends back toward the moist
adiabat Hith heighL.

Let STABD represent the fractional decrease in stability of the first
guess temperature reference profile from the moist adiabat below the freezing
1evel. Then for LBoT > L> Lo t

?-(t) - ( acr )-'lrr,i).r_, ApE L*t* STABD(0"ta.r-0",o,r.r)) (l02), .ct,L go
where STABD is assigned Lhe value of 0.8. At cloud base,. the reference
temperature equals the a$bient temperaLure. The quantiLy o.,i is the potential
temperature of a parcel lifted along a moist adiabat from cfoud base to .level
1, and is deriwed from TTBL. Above Lhe freezing level/ the reference
temperature is Iinearly interpotated between those at the freezing levef and
cloud top. Thus for Lo>L>LToP

T,,il .,= IAP E 1) 'lo 
"ra,t

P L- P tror - r::).," AP E ,,))

(103)

In consLruiLing the humidity reference profiles, subsaturation pressure
values are assigned to cloud base (DSPB). the freezing levef (DsP0), and cfoud
top (DSPI) The values used in the model are (DSPB/ DSPo/ DSPT)=(-E-00.-!!!0/
-:AOO) pa. The subsaturation is .Linearly interpolated at intermedii?e le'.r8ts:

(Pro-Pr) DsPr+(Pr- Prror) DSPoDSP,='--L, L< LO (IO.lo)
P LO P LTAP

DSP L:
(Prror-7:r) DsPo+(Pr- Pro) osre

, L>LO (lo4b)
P LBOT P IO

In the special case that the freezing level is fewer than three model
levels above ctoud base/ then DSP:-3000 Pa throughouL the cloud. The firsL
guess humidity rreference walues clll are lrew determined by inverting
Tfit and p.",{- p. * DsPl .

The energy constraint used in correcting the first guess profiles for deep
convection is that Lotal enthalpy( H-cDT+L"q. will be conserved in the
vertical through the adjustmenL process/ i.e./

)i'",,,.P TO P LTOP
(

I (n,,,-u)ap:o ( 10s)



The correction that must be made to the first guess referenceenthalpies so that (105) wilI nofa is-if,J.r.- --'
LRAT

,-1,,[,,(r, - r ll) .,) " L_"(q, - q (,!]. )lt t q ;,
LBOT

i:-L (2,1),
L-LTOP'I

t7

p ro f i-.1e

( 106)

(r07)

(1oe)

(110)

ZH:

No correction wil I !s appried to the croud top and thus the q field therer'rill ultimate.ry be changed oniv bv t'r. -ti.Ii"ir"ss 
q profite. This is done toavoad systemaric correciio"" .t f6""i" J"lI'tEi." the tropopause.

At every .Ievel below, ctoud t.op/ the first guess temperature profile iscorrected' The size of the -correcii""--i" 
- iilia. as fo110ws. consrder thedefinition of the rorar oirt"r""ii" i-.r-ini "EiiIn.rpr,

aH ._ dHaH=icl t*;;oo
Since the ad..iustment occurs at a given , I:y91, .the process is isobaricand the second re; on the right n."J iij"'"i -,ror1 

," ,".o- Tha parLialderivaEive of enr.halpy -iin-.J"p."i"io'i!iol i".r.. r.

'H:" *, d-3 
"'AT -p aT (108)

a#.:nt 
resulting derivative of s*, is obtained by differentiating (99) which

)q.., A2(A3 - A4)a -^, ,

(rfl).,- a+)'
Approximatinq d.T in

AT

(107) by
ZT = T(2) _ T(t )

, then sorving for rl:, yierds 
- rcl ^ rcl

rt:).,= r,,l),,*

where 2,9 is taken from (106).

- . Subsat.uration values remain constantp"., rs_unchanged from rhe first g".;;.- -i,;.
therefore given bv

for th: enthalpy correction thuscorrected reference humidity is

(11r)
st:)., "-r['z(

(-t PQO \
;,)

APEL-A3 A

APEL-A4 AP E 
""1,1:)

'r (2)

'j- (2\
DC

" *r ('o*, 1-P -u\ rr ),



4.2.2.3 Adjusttrtent and Plecipitatiou

To approximate the effects of convectfon, the model
relaxed toward the reference profiles according to (95).
q that should occur during adjustment are thus

(/r),=(rl!).,-r,)rr

(Aq) L= (qr,11.,- q ,)r,

valuea of T and q are
The changes in T and

(t 12a)

( r l2b)
ore these changes are added to the ol"d values/ though/ they

ontally so that
(ZT),

The precipitation p over a
can be inferred from (L05):

Letting

convective

+al,Qr,)\i'tr, (ti3o)

(62,.(tq ,)* 62.(zq,)) * tq,
grid box formed as a result of

. - ["""f q(,?).r-trldp
'-Jo"-L , l?
:-(z)1,'":l**l+

cPRLG=;jfu *n"." p*=to3ksm-' , then

(n*) pDSL (ht),

rainfall occurring during one tire step is calculated by

the adjustment

(IIao)

(1r4b)

(rrs)

I .r3 b)



4.3 Ground Proceases

The model/s simulation of surface proc_esses includes the calcufation of
surface temperature,, specific humidi-ty, and the accumulaLion/.Ios s of water.
QuaIiLatively, the energy Dalance (J'!"s-,) is given by

dn-r A.L .. ( c::r ^n+l\ /^"+r _a \p"r"rt"".#: rcr(n, - Rt)* p,c,Krtl"* )-r,.,r,( 't=\
u"Phy \ azo / 

-\ LZc )

* AP E:;"1 r, "r,- r t(t*!D)
The incorling radiation R.[ is taken from the radiation routine while theoutgoing radiation nt is qiven by

f 
^^+1 

\4
I vstc I€ot 

- 

|

\AP E 
"t" )

where e is the emissivity (1.0 over soi1, 0.4 ower water substance), o is theStef an-Bolt zmann constant,,

o:5.67 x IO-8Jrn-2,(-4s-r ,

, FGF is a correction to the net radiative f]'ux (0.68 if R^..>o / O.g1 if R^,,<o;from Nickerson and Smiley (19?5));

APE"t":(lOtZp)-, p"=pn is the soil density , ISOOkgm-3

c"=cE is the specific heat of soil, 1339-2Jkg-tK-r ; d. is the surface layer depth (O.1 m).

/zd is t.he depth of the underground 1ayer (2.5 m) ,../2. is the height of the 1-oweit midrayEr predict.ive surface above the ground(the denominator of Eq. (79c) ) .
e,, and specific humidity at that leve.I,.0t rtre which is a function of geographicla . (9) ) .K, the surface and underground. layers (
Srlo'm'./s).
rr is the ratio of soiL moisture to maximr.m soil moisture allowed (0.1125 In)which always equals 1 over sear ice, and snow.I" is the laeent heat of vaporization.
Over Snow and Sea ice p,-916.61r^-! | ci-2060J/lkg(), and. K,-l.o7SS:I0,.m,,/6.

In order to isolate 0:;1, Eq. (116) must be 1inearized by using a simpleapproximation obtained from the first two terms of the Tay}3r 
"*pirr"ior,,

(e :;"'^)' = (o 1," )' + 4 ( a n)(ei )' ( #; ; ( 1 17)

( i r6)



Wilth Zn: I time step and
ao 

"t" 
_e:;"t - o:t,

dn An

(eli"' )' = +(eX,. )"e3ij - s(o:,")'
Likewise, the saturation specific humidity at the ground is

q.",(sli"' ) 
; q"",(e:,") * zo ","d#

)^uq sol ^I aKInO 

- 

I roITI" )0

/^D+l\
vsdi\vslc, vsdi

Inserting (118) an

(r18)

(11e)

(109) a

(r:,")(,

d (120)

")

d with ze ",,: ei),' - 6l/" , then

A2 APEi;"t (As- Aq(e:;"t -oit

n

+ (120)
(e;,"-,t+ ApE:;"t)2

into (116) and solving for ol;.' yields

o:;"t : x t / x2

xr: ltphy{FFs et;' +GFFC 0s+eFCr [cli,'-s"",(o]r")(t -eFC2

* r'cF IR I *s.o(r]r")"elr"]l* p"c"d"

X2: p"c"d."+ /t on,(FFS *GFFC * eFC2 q""t(o:r.) Orc I * RADFC)

where
n+l -...^l' b S : c , p'iu' K H S / A z 

"

CFFC=cqpsKq//zs

QFCI= trpilu'1, rus ,trti)"tttz,

A2( A3_ A4\ AP E::.1
' o3r" - A4 APE:;"|

RADFC = +eo(r;,")' rcr

(

e 1," )]

(

(

l2l a)

t2t b)

121 c)

().22o)

(122b)

(122c)

(r22d)

(t22e)
Eq. (L21.) is used only over land and sea ice points. The surface

potential temperature is constant over open ocean. Given a,r. , the saturation
specific humidity can be calculated for use in finding the moisture exchange.
The value of s../. uses the formula in (99) :

":,.:ffi."0(.rz( ))
( r23)



5 Horizontal Boundary Conditions

The integration doma-in of the eta model excludes the two outermost rows
of the horizontal grid as seeD in Fig. ?- pressure/ Lemperature,, and relative
humidity (from which specific humidity is inferred) as \./el} as the uind
components are taken from the aviation run of the global spectral mode] for
the initial time and for every six hours of the forecast. These data on
mandatory pressure levels are interpolated verli-ca1ly to the eta predictive
surfaces as described in section 2.4 and horizontally to the E grld using
bilioear interpolatj-on. OnIy those values along the outermost row of the grid
are retained. The tendencies of the forecast quantities are obtained by
assuming linear change during each six-hour peiiod and are appfied to thevalues of the outer row afLer every adjustment time step during theintegrat ion .

After each update of !,he outer row, the wind components norma]. to theboundary are checked except at the eight velocity poinls nearest the fourcorners (boxed V's in Eigf. 7). If the normal component is outward/ thetangential component is repraced by a linear exLriporation of the iirrst twosimilar components inside Lhe integration domain - For example. consider thewind at (2r1) in Fig. ?. If the v component is negative (outward) then the u
component is reassigned a value of Z !(2t3) - tt(2,5) - This is done to avoidover-specification of Lhe boundary &ind-

The second row within the outer boundary is a blend of the outer row andthe third row inside which is included iD the integration. The quantities pD
(pressure difference between the surface and the top of the domaiin) / T. and qare updated after each lt,d/ at the height points of the second row by simple -
four-point averaging/. e. g.. ,

T (t ,2) = .25tr( t ,t)+T (2, I ) * r( I ,3) + 712,3;1.

The wind components are updated by the same four-point averag.ing at a-L-L butthe four ci-rcr-ed verocity points.:,o-tlrc--seceea-=o,r- At the air;red locations,,a six-poj-nt weighted average is used. Specifically/ the u components at thenoted points on the southern side are given by
u(2,2): (4/ ls) [u(1, l)+u12,

+( t,zl5) [u(1,2)+411

u(tM-t ,2)= (4/ 1S) [u(1M- 1

I)+u(2,3)l

,4) * u(2 ,4))

,I)* u(l M -2,1)* u(l M -2,3))

(131o)

(r31b)
those at the

+( 1,2 I5) lu(I M,2)+ u(l M,4)+ u(l M - I,l)
The compooents are updated at Lhese four point.s pricr toother velocity points in the second row.
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Coryarative Results

The resolution and extent of the domain in the horizontal was originally
Shosen so.that -the computational effort. would be roughly .o^pur.Uf"-I6 tn"Nested crid Model,s. A brief sample of results wir:--ue-piei-e;a;;-- '-

. An exampre of the interaction of interDal processes in the model is seenin Fig. 8 where turbulent exchange coefficienti of heat are aispiayea aL 72-hintervals through a 48-h forecasi d.uri-ng July 198?. rne verticli liosssection extends from the northern culf or ue-xico to northern ontario. Theeffect of diurnal surface heating. on the growth and decay of mixinq in thelower atmosphere is c1ear. uaximum va1ue6 of 100 ra,z" o;;.-;";;;-;;^J.r"u"are in good agreement with values given by Mel1or and y" .a" ii-SZai. -

Several sequences of consecutive
to determine biases that may exist inerrols for fourteen forecasts in Augus
what has been seen iD the eta model aserrors were reduced through a non_dyn
maximum error of -20 qpn around 12 ho
s igma version forecast was somewhat s50t larg-er. The NGM showed steadv an
maximum height error ot -60 gprn ai. +g

.The precipitation scores indicale that the NGM/s rainfall forecasts weresuperior ro rhose of the era moder durins this period. ;; ;rI; iii!Ii-""tsequences in october and Novenr.rcer 1gg?, fhe eta mode.r produced higher scoresror amounts arouDd o.so" and grearer tiran 1'. ,hi i; -a;e-N;il*iJi."i3tI'p.oou."a
higiher scores for most other ;mounts.

- As examples of specific forecasts from the eta moder, two storms whichdeveroped over the u.s-- during earry isee "iri- ru considered. The surfaceanalysis for 002 20 January in .ig.-fOa shows a fo, p.e" 
"rr." 

' 

"r"^ 
.-oiJi 

tn"central Midwest with a 999 mb cenfer in eastern Kansas and a 99G rnb center inwestern I1linois. The 36-h NGM forecast for sea level pres sui" 
'.r..i 

iii.rg .tthis time (Fig. 10b) shows one 1ow in norrhe." -r,li"" 

"o"ii-i;;;;;; ii"-;;o actuafcenterE and another in extreme southeast Arkansas. The eta model forecast(8i9. 10c) produced two cent.ers aligned rouqhly east-west as observed; thewestern 1ow vas several rtuillibars t5o deep 6".io"" the forecast was severa.Ihours. slow. In subsequent hours of the eia i".""."t, the western low fil.edand the eastern Iow intensified. as it moved. noithea"i*".a ,rrrict -i"-iir.toccurred il nature.

recipitation totafs for the first 24

won the 0.01" t.hreat and bias scores awon the 0.25,' threaC and aII other scores for 0.50,,/ O.?5,,, and. 1.00,,,



During the second 24 hours of this forecast/ rainfall was e,idespread
over the eastern Mississippi and ohio valleys with two maxima of 60 nun in
ienrressee (Fiq. l,2a). The NGM produced an elongated maximum of 40 run from
northwest Alabama to northern Kentucky. The eta mode.I produced a somewhat
rounder area r,Jith a maximum of 70 rm over northwest Kentucky. In the scores,
the NGM \"ron both 0.01" scores and the O-25'i threat. The eta model tied the
NGM for the 0.25" bias and von all other categiories through 2.50'.

The next major storm Lo affect the U-S. occurred about 3 veeks later
a.Iong the east co;st. Fig. l-3 shows the sea level pressure anal-ysis and
fo.ecasts for l2z 12 February 1988. The analysis shows a complex 1o1ll pressure
system with cenlers in weslern New York, De.]-aHare, western Virginia, and
n6rtheast of Cape 1tatteras. The 48-h NGI4 forecast placed a Iow over Detroit
with a trough exEending southeastward to another low in southern North
Carolina. The 48-h eta forecast succeeded in indicating the quadruple
structure of the system by placing a low in western New York and another out
to sea east of Delaware. A trough existed to Lhe southlresL across Virginia
and North carol-ina and another Lrough occurred on the souLheast side of the
system associaEed with the front trailing from the observed HaLteras low-
.t'lost of the precipitation feIl during the 24 hours preceding this verification
time. The NGI4 Hon the 0.25" and 0.75" bias while the eta model won both
threat and bias for 0.01" and 0.50" as !reI] as the 0-25" threat.

Experiments have also been carxied out to determine how much improvement
can be achiewed by increasiog the horizontal resolution. The s€jvere stolm
outbreak of 28-29 March 1984 offered an excellent opporLunity for such a test
since models had largefy failed Lo properly sijnu]'ate Lhe rather complex
cycLogenesis. Fig, 14 shows the paLhs of the numerous tornadoes which
occurred across the Carolinas.

The original 1oH had formed over Texas on 2'l l'larch and Propagated
northeastward. As iL crossed the Appalachians,' the system spliL and forred
multiple centers, By 002 29 March two lows existed, one over west virginia
and another on the Nolth and South CaroLina border associated \.rith the severe
weather (see Fig. 15a) . The 24-h eta model forecast uoing standard resolution
(Fig. 15b) shows a singfe .1o!r over glest virginia with some extension of a
trough to the south. other models had a1so been urlable to produce the
southern Iovi. Eig- 15c shows the 24-h eta forecast in rrhj-ch the horizonta.L
resolut.ion was dou-bled. A separate 1ow center is now clear.Iy indicated in
northllest South Caro.Iina near the one that verified.

The observed and predicted precipitation occurring betHeen 722 28 l4arch
ar,d L22 29 March are seeo in Fiq. 16. Note the three separate bands which
verified: along the ohio valley/ across Kentucky, and across northern Georgia
and the Carolinas. The standard resolution forecast produced the central
band while only a hint of the southern band lrhich accompanied the severe
lreather was indicated in North Carolj-na. Eowever, in the double resolution
forecast a very prorrrinent band is seen extending along an axis between Georgia
and the Carolinas nearly coincident with that observed-
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MARCH 28, 1984

TORNADO OUTBREAK

F;q. i{. Tomado paths and times of occurrences (GMT) (from March 1984 Storm Data) between 2100 GMT
u 28 March 1984and 0300 GMT29 March 1984-
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ff any area is covered
temperature above freezing,/
q,./. is simply PQO/ p"t". The new

The amount of snow/rce
and is given by

where a/
al.Iowed

by snow or sea ice and (121) yields a surface
then 6"/. is set to 273.1s APE,i, a d

6.r, produces a new RT of
/ 

^ 
\4

n t: eol "",/" ]

\AP E,r" )
melted (SMELT) is obtained from the heat balance

to

At pnySMELT: [(0.,,-e"r") Frs-(0"r.- o,) GFFCp.L, AP E 
"1"

*(e,u-q,t") QFCI*RJ-Rtl (r2+)
the latent heat of fusion- Any snoi,r occurring. over land is
evaporate (assuming that the snow srlrface i6 at o"c) by the amount

EVAP: lt ehy QFC I (qrr-q"r")
(12s)p*L" APE.,"

where Z. is the latent heat of sublimat.ion. The snow depth (SNO) stored in
meters of irater is updated with the effects of melting and evaporation. Afterthe update, if the snoH depth is less than half of the amount iost to melting,
the depth is set to zero.

Falling precipitation is added to SNO if it occurs over a land poj-nt andthe surface temperature is at or below freezing otherwise. it is coniidered tobe rain. Evaporation of water over rand is idanticar to that given in (125)
except l, replacea I.. The soil moisture (WET) can now be updated by summj-ng therain, evaporation/ and snow melt and is constra.ined to iie betwe-en O ana0.1125 m (wFC) .

C1ear1y, an initiaL'e.r. is needed before any surface ca1culatj-ons are
done and is obtained from an adiabatic extrapol;tion from level LM:

o8
olr" : 71"( t * .6*qi,) AP Elu (126)

Before being used in the integration/ 6.',. ls smoothed:

el, 
"(naw) 

: 0o", 
"1o 

td 1 *. i 2s (6,.16,. el, 1o alf * 0,.I o,.e ir" 1o za;])

The underground temperature is si:rriIarIy smoothed at this time.

(t27 )



4.4 Radiation

The routines !.,hich s.imu1ate the effects-of radiation are essentially
identicat to those in the Nested Grid Model and are taken from those developed
for the GLA GCM (Davies/ 1982; Harshvardhan and Corsetti/ 1984) . Both
shortwave and longwave interactions are descr-ibed. CurrenCly, the routines
are ca1led e\rery attur:2 hrs during model integration-

Since the routines Here created for sigma coordinaLe modeLs/ they must be
passed vertical colurns containing aII model levels. However, due to the eta
model's step-mountain structure. vertical colulnIls may possess lower levefs
which are underground- To circumvent this obstacle,, the vertica1 indices for
each coj.uirm are essenlially "Iifted" where necessary so that 1eve1 L.MAX
becomes the lowest 1eve1 over the ground. Ary layers which are lifted above
the top of the domain are isothermal to the true ]evel 1, have specific
humidities af 2xto-"t and pressure depths of 100 Pa.

The amount of cloud in each layer (oCR) is a fraction between 0 and 1 and
is found from the relation

oc R= 2s (au ,- nu c n)' ( 128 )

lrhere RHCR is 0.8. RH is the relative humidity in layer ], but is bound.ed by
0.8 and 1.0. If ocR is less than 0.6, it is set to zero- Clouds are not
allowed in the top four model Iayers or in the lowest oDe above ground.

The so-called skin temperature and air temperature at the giround are also
needed. The former is taken from Eq. (121) vhile the latter is the temperature
at a height of 2 m and is interpolated between the surface value and that at
the lolre6t model level above giround using the logaritlmic profile (see
Eq. (84) ) .

fn order to determine the intensity of the insolation, the cosine of the
solar zenith angle is needed aL aI1 points (see Appendix).

Both the shortwave and longwave portions of the routine return
atmospheric temperature tendencies in each level as we1l as the total downHard
flux. The tendencies (TEND) are srmmed and smoothed vertically by twice
applying the relation

2 llJO )r
(t2e)

except at the uppermost level and lorresL Ieve1 above the ground. Next the
tendenc.ies are smoothed horizontally four times by applying the relation

TENDL=TENDT+.t2s 16'1,.(TENDT)+a').(7p*o,11 (I30)
The total downward flux RJ is also smooLhed horizontally four times

using (130). The temperature tendencies are applied evexy zt,al during model
integration while R.l is used in (121) to determine the surface temperature-

T E N D L-t (hl) L-r+T E N D L*t (Zq) r.,TENDL:o.s 
Irrrua,*
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Appendin Catculation of the Solar Zenith Angle

At each calt of the radiation routines, the location of the sun used is
that at vrhich it will be at,"r/2 L\to the future. First the celestial Iongitude
of the sun (r") is found from

Ls:CLONI +CLON2 DAY

The constants CLON1 and CLoN2 will vary each year but are approxinately
ZZS,and-O?9g, reipectively. precise values are taken from the Astronomj-cal
Almanac ror Lne givet yeai. DAY is the exact nurnber of days from the
t"o-gi*i"q of the year Lo the pertinent forecasL time. The solar declination
6" and riqht ascension a5 are then

6s: sin sin(arr))

where o)! - 23!44t is the obliquity of the ecliptic-

Greenwich sidereal t i:ne is now found from

GST = CSI Dl +CSI D2 DAYI+CSID3 HOUR

where DAYI is the int.egral nurlber of days from the beginning of the year to
forecast time and HOUR is the exact number of hours on day DAYI+1 to the
forecasL time- Values of CSIDI, CSID2/ and CSID3 again vary from Year to year
and are taken f rom the AS!-!.9-4.A]!ig,4-t Almanac. The focal sol"ar hour angle at
each grid point is h-GsF%-/', where I is the geodetic longitude and GST is
in angular form (ls'-rh.). The cosine of the solar zenith angle I is then

cos(C) = sin(6,)sin ({) + cos(6s) cos(h) cos(@)

where C is the geodetic latitude.

-'(sin(i.r)

cos - ' (cos (r, )z cos (o 
" 

))

(Ata)

(,1 I b)

(A2)



Radiation Parameterization (GFDL) in NMC's Medium-Range Forecast lr{odel (1992)

Spectral region Process Comment

0 - 22tfi cm-1 regionClear sky I-ongwave Gas absorption

Cloudy sky

Hzo

H2O continuum

CO2 and H2O

O3

nxt91a9d r-egion, 400-1200 cm-1 (see Schwarzkopf
and Fels, 1991 and Roberts eral, 197e.

One interva-l random baad model @odgers, 1968),
where 03 : SeasOnal zOnai mean.

Shortwave Gas absorption 12 subiniewals' covering the solar spectrum
O3

Hzo

cq

Analytic formula of I-acis and Hansen (1974)

Subintewal s tru cture of l-acis and Hansen (1974) for-
mulation, modified ftom 8 to 12 bands at GF5L
Formula of Sasamori etal, 1972

Rayleigh scattering Effects on 03 as in I-acis and Hansen, 1974

Diumal cvcle

Surface albedo l:nd: Background ftom SiB ilimatolory @orman
and Sellers, 1989) which is a.ltered in the presence of
snow......Open water: zenith angle dependent (payne,
't972)..-...Sea ice : fued backgrolnd (: 0.S), att"r"i Uy
presence of snow.

Cloud overlap Random
Longwave Scattering None

Absorption L-ow, Iv{iddle cloud assumed black (emissiviry: 1.0);
while High cloud emissiviry latirudinally dependent,
varying between 0.6 in tropics and 0.3 at thi poles.

Shortwave Scattering Preset albedo for I-ow, Middle, High cloud
Absorption Preset absorption for l,ow, Middle, High cloud
Multiple reflections Berween cloud layers, and between cloud base and

earth's surface.



Radiation Parameteriz-ation used in NMC,s models

by K. A. Campana-14 Jan 92

Since NMC began making medium-range forecasts during the mid-19g0's, we have had a
close relationship with the radiation scientisrs at GFDL; specifically S. Fels, M. D. Schwarzkopf,
and (recently) v. Ramaswamy. we have benefitred, over the years, from improvemenrs that GFDL
has made to their radiation schemes. The latest longwave (LW) scheme was implemented in the
global model in February 1990, whire a srightty updated shortwave (Sw) scheme wi[ be impre-
mented in winter 1991-92 - cunently, radiarion calcurarions are made every 7z(model) hours,
approximating the diumar cycre via a cosine sorar zenith aagre weighting at each moder time<tep;
however, with the abovc-mentioned moder change, th:y will be made every 3 hours. The attached
table reflects the NMC radiation scheme which wili be operatioiral later this winter. References for
the table are listed below :
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Rodgers, c' D., 1968 : Some extensions and applications of the nerv random model for mo-Iecuiar band fransmission, euart. J. of Roy. Mereor.' Sor., pp g9_7O2.

Sasamori, T., J' l-ondon, ard D. Hoyq r9'r2 : Radiation budget of the sortthern hemisphere,Meteorological Monographs,13, numbe r 'Si, pp *-ZS.
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Schwaz\qpf, ft4. D., and S. B. Fels, 19g5 : ImprovemenLs-to.the algorirlrm for compuringL o2 transm issivities and cooling rares, J. of Geophys.' Res., pp 1054 1_105-50.
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